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Abstract

Physical experiments of self-formed river channels and floodplains with live vegetation are pathways for understanding that complement numerical modelling. Recent experiments succeeded in creating braided rivers and dynamic meandering systems with clastic and vegetated floodplains. However, application of the insights gained from such experiments to natural systems depends on understanding potential scale effects, temporal, and spatial. Here we combine review, analysis, and experiments to identify fundamental problems of biomorphological river pattern formation that are open for further research in experiments. We first show by review and analysis that physics-based, linear bar theory predicts negligible spatial scale effects in bar and bend wavelength relative to channel width. Time scaling, on the other hand, remains problematic because it integrates multiple processes of sediment transport, floodplain formation, and bank failure affected by bank stratigraphy and riparian vegetation. As a tentative solution, we secondly present experimental methods to assess bank strength effects that can be used in the design of river pattern experiments. The third issue is that riparian vegetation has often been represented in experiments by uniformly seeded sprouts of a single plant species, whilst spectacularly different patterns are obtained with contrasting seeding protocols, showing the need for other experimental procedures, and alternative riparian species. The main challenge for future experiments is better understanding of temporal scaling of biomorphodynamics.

1. Introduction

For more than a century, ‘Giant’ fluvial systems as found in nature have been miniaturized to ‘Lilliputian’ systems in the laboratory, so that workers could inspect the morphology and behaviour at close range with a known history, and within a short period (e.g., Reynolds [1887], Yalin [1971], Schumm et al. [1987]). This experimental approach to the study of fluvial and deltaic morphodynamics lost some of its attraction in the second half of the last century with the advent of numerical models and increasing computing power. However, physical experiments and numerical models are not competitive but complementary pathways to the understanding of natural systems; and in recognition of this there is a revival of experimentation at the scale of landscapes (e.g., Paola et al. [2009], Kleinhans et al. [2014]). In experiments we have full control over the initial and boundary conditions, and evolution is usually much more rapid than in the larger systems in nature. Experiments have advantages over numerical modelling, namely materiality: the physical, chemical, and biological materials, and processes at work in the experiment are real as in the natural world, unlike those in numerical models that are virtual (Morgan [2003], Kleinhans et al. [2005]). Numerical models, even if based on the laws of physics, depend on choices of the physics included, resolution, and other numerical issues related to discretization, and propagation of errors. On the other hand, numerical models are entirely repeatable, which allows study of variables in isolation, and scenario analyses (Oreskes et al. [1994], Kleinhans et al. [2005]).

Recent progress in landscape experiments resulted in convincing morphological similarities between the experiments and natural systems, despite violation of some of the classical similarity scaling rules employed in civil engineering studies in the past. However, questions remain about the spatial and temporal scaling between nature and such experiments. Given sufficient similarity of physical and biological processes, physical experiments are not only scaled-down representations of larger systems but are rivers and deltas in their own right (e.g., Leopold and Wolman [1957], Paola et al. [2009]). Often relations exist between the spatial scale of a range of the phenomena in these landscapes and the typical time scales of development, but these relations change with the overall size of the system (Fig. 1). The landscape or reach scale is therefore defined relative to the largest phenomena of interest: as ranging between the length of individual river bars and bends, and the length of an entire valley or delta.
from apex to coastline. Here we focus on alluvial experiments where the bed and banks of experimental rivers are self-formed.

Many works in the past investigated and debated how closely experiments with very small rivers and deltas are comparable to large-scale natural systems. In the ideal situation the geometric scale of prototype relative to experiment would be valid for all three Cartesian dimensions, for the channel dimensions, gradient, particle size, and for the bar, and bend characteristics. However, it has long been clear that such perfect scaling is impossible for several reasons, not in the least that river bed sediment size reduced by the same scale would be cohesive sediment that has very different behaviour (e.g., Reynolds 1887; Yalin 1971; Schumm et al. 1987; de Vries et al. 1990; Hughes 1993; Peacock et al. 1996; Cazanelli et al. 2002; Malverti et al. 2008; Paola et al. 2009; Kleinhans et al. 2014). Furthermore, the four variables slope, grain size, channel depth, and width can adjust independently during experiments and in the field. Regardless of the strict classical scaling rules it would appear that experiments that remain within certain thresholds, i.e., a ‘relaxed’ scaling procedure, produce morphodynamics that are similar in size ratios, patterns, and dynamics to the larger-scale rivers and deltas found in nature (Paola et al. 2009; Kleinhans et al. 2014). In particular, self-formed experiments should have sediment of similar mobility. Additionally, these experiments should have subcritical to critical flow, a hydraulically rough bed, that is, particles on average larger than about 0.5 mm, and channel banks should be cohesionless to slightly cohesive or strengthened by vegetation such that banks are at least locally erodible, for reasons elaborated below.

Bank stability is important for channel pattern formation: the tendency to form alternate bars and meanders, and the degree of braiding strongly depend on the channel aspect ratio or the width to depth ratio. In turn, this ratio is mostly determined by bank strength, which is a function of a host of variables including the cohesive material strength, and vegetation cover (Fig. 2) (Ferguson 1987; Eaton and Giles 2009; Kleinhans 2010). These properties should be scaled down in experiments as to remain in balance with the force exerted by the small-scale experimental flows. This makes real clay unusable (Schumm et al. 1987), but less cohesive substances have been used with success, such as silt-sized silica flour (Van Dijk et al. 2013; Van de Lageweg et al. 2013), a polymer (Hoyal and Sheets 2009) or polymer-rich substances such as corn starch (Smith 1998). Rivers also tend to maintain a single thread if the floodplain does not offer suitable locations for local, and short-term channel incision, such as topographic lows in the floodplain or noncohesive patches that can easily be eroded. So, to fill these lows in the floodplain and hinder channel formation, and avulsion, specific sediments and vegetation have generally been used, in particular coal (Sheets et al. 2002), sand-sized low-density material (Braudrick et al. 2009) and seedlings of alfalfa (Medicago sativa, Fig. 1) (Gran and Paola 2001; Tal and Paola 2010; Braudrick et al. 2009). The latter also added strength to the banks (Tal and Paola 2010; Van Dijk et al. 2013). For further experimental design, a detailed auxiliary test setup for bank erosion has been used to quantify erosion rate of such strengthened experimental banks (Kleinhans et al. 2014). Clearly the spatial distribution of strength from cohesion and vegetation as well as floodplain filling on the floodplain affects the overall river pattern. This is supported at least qualitatively by bar and bend theory (review in Seminara 2005), and by empirical work on vegetation in natural rivers (review in Gurnell et al. 2012).

Figure 1: Sketch of observed relations between characteristic spatial scale, and formative time scale for morphological phenomena relevant for self-formed river landscapes for (A) experiments discussed in this paper, and (B) the Allier river in France (Kleinhans and van den Berg 2011). Red texts are indications of typical scales. Blue texts are stratigraphic elements at different scales that form because of morphodynamics at that scale. Vegetation is indicated in green.
This paper addresses three relatively new questions made possible by the experimental and theoretical progress in the past decade. On the basis of review, and new analysis, we first address the length scaling of bars and bends. This is followed by a review and discussion of the time scaling of experiments. Finally, the role of experimental vegetation in setting temporal and spatial scales is discussed and illustrated in a novel experimental setup. Below, we first develop these questions.

First, does bar theory predict scale effects in the sense that bar length and backwater adaptation length relative to channel width change as a function of scale (from experiments to large rivers)? We will consider this question with other conditions being equal, in particular the width–depth ratio of the channels and sediment mobility. In our earlier work we presented river and delta experiments, and a practical strategy to design such experiments, including application of bar theory (Kleinhans et al., 2014). Here we work from the opposite point of view: based on theoretical rivers ranging from 0.01–10,000 m in width we apply bar theory to study possible scale effects in river pattern.

Second, how can the timescale associated with bar pattern and bend migration be predicted? Morphology is created from spatial gradients in sediment transport so that the transport rate is key to the time scale. A morphological timescale has therefore been based on sediment transport rates and gradients, and a relevant volume of sediment to be moved (de Vries et al., 1990). For the simplest case of delta building, where deltas are near-perfect traps of sediment, the transport gradient equals the transport magnitude. Thus a timescale follows from the total sediment feed rate divided by delta volume (van Dijk et al., 2012; de Villiers et al., 2013). However, how the timescale derived from bed sediment transport gradients would work for the building of relief within river plains, and whether this changes with spatial scale and bank strength, has not sufficiently been studied.
Figure 3: Overview of vegetation effect in experimental meandering rivers. (A,B) Uniformly seeded floodplain shows bend sharpening because of strong, vegetated outer banks. Afterward, overbank flow increased on the point bar so that later the bend was cut off in the experiments of Braudrick et al. (2009) (A), and van Dijk et al. (2013) (B-F). (C) Vegetation on the inner-bank pointbar increases flow resistance, and bank strength, so that chute cutoff frequency reduces. (D) Overbank flow is concentrated between less dense vegetation patches on the floodplain. (E) An undercut, vegetated bank collapsed, and protected the bank against further erosion. (F) The vegetated floodplain shows darker colours from decomposed alfalfa seeds, which probably enhanced bank cohesion.
Third, which type of riparian vegetation does the alfalfa species represent in terms of settling rules, and how do the spatial and temporal distribution, and the growing conditions affect the river pattern? On the one hand a large number of riparian plant species exist, but on the other hand groups of species exist that have the same characteristics and fill the same niche in different regions and climate zones. Reported experiments perhaps represent different natural systems as the alfalfa was seeded in different ways, but perhaps we lack laboratory plant species for certain niches. These three questions will be addressed and discussed in the following three sections, which are followed by general conclusions.

2. The measure of experimental rivers

2.1. Outline: from similarity of channel geometry to scale effect analysis using bar theory

In this section we will use predictions from bar theory to assess whether scale effects are to be expected in bar length relative to channel width and in braiding index for landscape experiments of river patterns. We normalize the bar length to width not only because length depends on width, but also because the length scale of an experiment is most conveniently characterized by the scale of the channel width. The first step is to establish the minimum necessary conditions of flow and sediment mobility, which we summarize from earlier work and which deviate from those of classic similarity scaling. A more important and second step is a selection of semiempirical relations that predict channel geometry and flow conditions. Channel geometry is perhaps the most important variable in bar theory, but the most difficult to predict because it depends on floodplain characteristics. A test on experimental and field data is done to support the adequacy for the present purpose. In the third and final step we apply bar theory to a large range of channel dimensions, slopes, and particle sizes bracketing small experiments and the largest rivers on Earth. If there are no discernable scale effects then this provides physics-based support for the general claim that landscape experiments, strongly distorted in classical scaling terms, can be used quantitatively for river pattern studies.

As spatial gradients in sediment transport cause morphological change in the channel, it follows that larger morphological adjustments require more time. To illustrate this we plot a number of morphological phenomena on formative time scale and characteristic spatial scale in Fig. 1 for typical meandering and braiding experiments, and for the river Allier in France (Kleinhans and van den Berg 2011). Van Dijk et al. 2012. Here we regard (point) bars and related vegetation patches as the larger-scale elements of braided and meandering rivers. These are further populated by smaller-scale elements such as chute cutoff channels and small bars. With the focus on channel and bar patterns in mind, even smaller-scale phenomena such as individual particle clusters, scours, and bedforms can be seen as noise on that larger scale, whereas the profile of a valley or delta can be seen as an external forcing on the morphodynamic phenomena of interest here.

A striking difference between laboratory experiments and full-scale rivers is that the latter exhibit multiple scales of bedforms that are not found in experiments, in particular ripples and dunes that occur in subcritical flow with mobile bed sediment in gravel- and sand-bed rivers. Unlike bars, which scale with channel width, bedforms scale approximately with water depth. Apparently these bedforms are not necessary to form the larger-scale morphological features of rivers despite their known effects on flow resistance, sediment transport and sorting, and stratigraphy. Although this question merits further research, the tentative assumption that bedforms are irrelevant for river patterns is supported by the fact that bedforms are also not part of numerical morphological models, except indirectly as uniform flow resistance, whilst the even smaller-scale process of sediment transport is essential (e.g., Schuurman et al. 2013). We speculate that bedforms and larger-scale morphology are caused by the same underlying physical processes and that bedforms are not a cause for larger-scale morphology. Therefore the remainder of this paper will concentrate on bars and bends as a characteristic dimension of the pattern of a river. To predict these, typical channel dimensions are required as explained below.

Prediction of bar wavelengths from linear theory works moderately well for natural rivers, and is in general agreement with empirical channel pattern stability diagrams (Kleinhans and van den Berg 2011). These depend strongly on channel aspect ratio, and therefore indirectly on channel bank, and floodplain strength (Kleinhans 2010). Here, width and depth are defined at a channel-forming discharge, for instance the bankfull discharge or the mean annual flood (Kleinhans and van den Berg 2011). However, in order to use such predictors the channel width, depth, gradient, and particle size must be known in advance. This is a key problem in experimental design (Kleinhans et al. 2014). Here we first describe the theory with which to predict bar length and braiding index, and then resolve the hydraulic geometry problem in two alternative ways: i) an empirical fit to field and experimental data, and ii) the quasi-universal bankfull relations of Parker et al. 2007 from which we then predict bar pattern properties.

We illustrate the results of the analyses with data
of natural gravel-bed rivers from the data set of Kleinhans and van den Berg (2011), summary conditions for experiments listed in Table 1 (Kleinhans et al. 2014), and additional experimental data of Fujita (1989), and Egozi and Ashmore (2008). The latter two contain experimental braided rivers with a large range of conditions and degree of braiding but represent different aspects of the braiding: the Egozi and Ashmore (2008) data refer to individual channels within a braid plain, whereas the Fujita (1989) data refer to the entire braid plain (where the width is equal to the flume width) with multiple bars and channels. The Fujita (1989) experiments are not truly alluvial in that the channel abuts the flume walls but are shown here because they successfully formed braided river bar patterns. The experimental summary data taken from Kleinhans et al. (2014) also contain meandering rivers and delta experiments, and have a much wider range in particle size and mobility.

2.2. Review of experimental scaling by dimensionless flow and sediment mobility

A number of reviews dealt in detail with various schools of scaling (e.g., Reynolds, 1887; Yalin, 1971; Schumm et al., 1987; de Vries et al., 1990; Hughes, 1993; Peakall et al., 1996; Cazanacii et al., 2002; Maynord, 2006; Malverti et al., 2008; Paola et al., 2009). Here we limit the overview to the most essential variables identified in Kleinhans et al. (2014) and related works and show that an extra closure relation is needed for the additional degree of freedom of self-formed channel width.

The Froude number is the ratio of flow velocity and shallow water wave celerity, and determines the interaction of the water surface with the bed:

\[ Fr = \frac{u}{\sqrt{gh}} \]  

where \( u \) = cross-sectionally averaged flow velocity, \( h \) = width-averaged water depth and \( g \) = gravitational acceleration. In alluvial experiments, this number should generally remain below unity.

The key issue in reproducing mobile bed morphology and resultant stratigraphy is sediment mobility, expressed in the form of the Shields number (\( \theta \)):

\[ \theta = \frac{\tau}{(\rho_f - \rho_s)gD_{50}} \]  

where in steady uniform flow, \( \tau = \rho_f gh \sin S \approx \rho_f ghS \) is the total shear stress, with \( \rho_f \) = density of fluid, \( \rho_s \) = density of sediment, and \( D \) = particle diameter, usually the mean or median of the distribution by weight. When the Chezy law \( u = C\sqrt{hS} \) is inserted, shear stress can also be expressed as

\[ \tau = \rho_f u^2 \frac{h}{C^2} \]  

where the Colebrook-White relation describes the dependence of the Chezy number on water depth and a characteristic friction length \( k_s \)

\[ C_b = 18 \log \frac{12h}{k_s} \]  

where \( k_s = D_{50} \) in the case of skin friction \( C' \), grain-related shear stress \( \tau' \) and mobility \( \theta' \). This incidentally shows that the problem of a priori estimation of channel slope and friction are related problems requiring one closure relation (e.g., Eke et al., 2014). Note however that a representation of sediment mobility of a channel by a single number ignores that channel depth is strongly variable (Ashmore, 1982; Bertoldi et al., 2009).

Furthermore, a single Shields number ignores the complexity of sediment sorting effects on mobility (Wilcock and McArdell, 1997; Gardner and Ashmore, 2011). Few indications exist that the sorting patterns formed in experimental braided and meandering rivers are similar to those in natural gravel-bed rivers (Leddy et al., 1993; Pyrce and Ashmore, 2005; Gardner and Ashmore, 2011; van de Lageweg et al., 2014). Also sorting patterns in finer-grained systems such as experimental analogues for gravel-bed meandering rivers with floodplains (Van Dijk et al., 2013), and fine-grained deltas simulated with low-density sediment and polymer (Hoyal and Sheets, 2009) resemble those in natural systems in important respects. Clearly this potential of studying sorting patterns has not fully been explored yet, and consequently detailed comparisons with sorting trends in nature are lacking.

Most importantly, a solution to the above equations from boundary conditions flow discharge, sediment supply, particle size, and gradient require that width is known. However, channel width is the result of several processes that form and modify river channels. Until now, hydraulic geometry relations of varying complexity have been used to resolve this, pending further development of constitutive relations that include the properties of the floodplain such as material strength and vegetation rooting (e.g., Eaton and Church, 2007). Later we will adopt simpler relations for the sake of isolating the effect of channel size on bar pattern without bank strength and vegetation effects.

2.3. Theory for bar wavelength and braiding index

Given an acceptable similarity of flow and sediment mobility, we now turn to the similarity of bars and meandering channels. Here we show that useful theory exists for such predictions, which depends strongly on hydraulic geometry to which we turn in the next section. The wavelength of channels and
bars can be predicted from perturbation analysis after linearising the theoretical relations for flow, sediment transport and morphology (Struiksma et al. 1985). Dimensionless bar period (or wavelength) \( L_p \) is calculated from

\[
\frac{2\pi\lambda_w}{L_p} = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{n + 1} \frac{\lambda_w}{\lambda_s} - \left( \frac{\lambda_w}{\lambda_s} \right)^2 \left( \frac{n - 3}{2} \right)^2.
\]

Here \( n \) is the degree of nonlinearity of sediment transport dependence on depth-averaged flow velocity \( (q_f = f(u^3)) \). For a classical bedload transport predictor such as Meyer-Peter and Mueller (1948), \( n \geq 3 \) for high Shields numbers, and increases to infinity toward the critical Shields number for sediment motion. We use \( n = 10 \), which applies to gravel-bed rivers (following Crosato and Mosselman 2009). The adaptation length \( \lambda_w \) (m) of transverse flow is given as

\[
\lambda_w = \frac{C^2h}{2g}
\]

and the adaptation length of a bed disturbance \( \lambda_s \) (m) is calculated as

\[
\lambda_s = \frac{h}{\pi} \left( \frac{W}{h} \right)^2 f(\theta)
\]

where \( W \) is channel width (m), and where the magnitude of the transverse slope effect \( f(\theta) \) represents the direct effect of gravity on particles moving on a transverse slope (Ikeda 1982):

\[
f(\theta) = a_g \sqrt{\theta}
\]

where \( a_g \) is calculated from a constitutive relation (Talmon et al. 1995). The resonant bar length is the minimum calculated for a range of channel aspect ratios in otherwise constant conditions, and can be thought of as the optimal meander bend length.

A complementary descriptor of the bar pattern is the number of active channels given as a braiding index \( B_i \). Crosato and Mosselman (2009) derived an analytical braiding index predictor building on the theory of Struiksma et al. (1985) for sand- and gravel-bed rivers:

\[
B_i = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{0.17g(n-3)W^2S}{\sqrt{\frac{\rho_s}{\rho_f}D_{50}CQ}} - 1 \right] + 1
\]

Clearly, the predictive relations reviewed above would be very useful, but they are strongly dependent on channel geometry, which is unknown in most cases.

2.4. Hydraulic geometry relations for Lilliput- to Giant-sized channels

The aim in this section is to universally assess effects of the size of a river on bar pattern, in particular bar length relative to channel width. We will identify possible scale effects by application of physics-based bar theory to the experimental and the natural scales, from which scale effects could emerge as we have to fulfill several requirements at the same time, including the necessary channel geometry, sediment mobility, and realistic friction. This is because prediction of a bar length, resonant bar length and braiding index requires an estimate of the bankfull channel geometry, slope, and particle size. Bankfull geometry
in experiments depends strongly on floodplain formation processes, for which we have no theory with practical applicability in experiments. However, it is possible to do auxiliary experiments to assess the amount of cohesive material and vegetation necessary to obtain channel geometry that results in the required channel pattern (Kleinhans et al., 2014).

Below we will predict bar length and braiding index for a set of rivers with scales ranging from the smallest experiment to the largest river on Earth. In order to do so, a set of relations to calculate channel dimensions, gradient, and particle size is needed rather than a data set. Here we present two complementary sets of relations to bracket the uncertainty related to the closures for hydraulic resistance and bank strength. The first ad hoc set of relations is fitted to some experimental and field data. These are intended solely for descriptive use and scenario prediction of bar characteristics in this paper. The second is an internally consistent and complete set of relations for predicting bankfull channel geometry, slope, and characteristic sediment size (Parker et al., 2007). In both sets the slope predictor is rather uncertain which has a large effect on predicted bar pattern.

### 2.4.1 Hydraulic geometry with imposed channel aspect ratio

We first defined a typical channel aspect ratio, and, to define the scale of a range of rivers, a range of channel widths, from which we calculated depth. We then repeated the exercise for a range of aspect ratios that we applied to all previously defined depths to calculate an additional range of rivers. For a typical channel aspect ratio $W/h = 30$, we chose an arbitrary hydraulic geometry relation for width that is empirically adequate for the field data of Kleinhans and van den Berg (2011):

$$W_c = 60^{0.41}$$

The discharge in channels with different aspect ratios is set proportional to the different width so that, given the same depth but a different width, the flow velocity in channels of the same scale but different aspect ratios remains the same. This allows calculation of the Froude number and of the product $CvS = u/\sqrt{g}h$.

To solve $C$ and $S$ we use a broad-brush empirical relation $S = f(Q)$ that predicts slopes typically found in natural rivers:

$$S = 0.01Q^{-0.05}$$

which implicitly is a friction relation.

The final unknown particle size $D$ is calculated under the assumption of a constant bankfull Shields mobility number $\theta_{bf} = 0.05$, which is larger than the critical Shields number for sediment motion $\theta_c = 0.03$, and typical for bankfull flow conditions in braided gravel-bed rivers (Parker et al., 2007).

### 2.4.2 Quasi-universal hydraulic geometry with bank strength parameter

Parker et al. (2007) developed a set of relations for predicting bankfull channel geometry, slope, and characteristic sediment size that is internally consistent and complete. Empirical coefficients in these relations were calibrated on a data set of gravel-bed rivers from three regions on Earth with discharge ranging from $2.7 < Q < 5440 \text{ m}^3/\text{s}$ and median sediment sizes from $0.027 < D < 0.168 \text{ m}$. Further constitutive relations were involved to complete the set: the Manning-Strickler relation for flow resistance, a bankfull Shields mobility number characteristic for gravel-bed rivers, and a sediment transport relation, in this case the Parker approximation to the Einstein function.

Particle size is now related directly to discharge through the definition of dimensionless discharge (Parker et al., 2007):

$$D = \left( \frac{Q}{\sqrt{g}D^{3/2}} \right)^{2/5}$$

which we solved for a range of $Q$, a channel aspect ratio of 30, and an arbitrary dimensionless $Q_c = 20,000$, which results in reasonable particle sizes for gravel-bed rivers as shown later.

Using the grain sizes from the previous equation, channel width is predicted from (Parker et al., 2007):

$$W_p = \frac{a_W}{s^{2/5}} \left( \frac{Q}{\sqrt{g}D^{3/2}} \right)^{n_W}$$

where

$$a_W = 11.2 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{r} \right)^{4.5} \left( 0.0143r \right)^{3/2}$$

and

$$n_W = 0.0033 - 0.263 \left( 0.0143r \right)^{3/2}$$

where the original empirical constants of Parker et al. (2007) are preserved for clarity. Here the parameter $r = \theta_{bf}/\theta_c$ is a surrogate for bank strength, which we choose here as a range of values between $4/3 < r < 2$ to create a range of rivers with different channel aspect ratios.

Water depth is predicted from (Parker et al., 2007):

$$h = \frac{1}{s^{2/5}} \left( \frac{11.2 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{r} \right)^{4.5} \cdot 0.0143r}{0.0033 \cdot 3.71} \right)^{1/3}$$

The channel slope is predicted from (Parker et al., 2007):

$$S = \alpha_S \left( \frac{Q}{\sqrt{g}D^{3/2}} \right)^{n_S}$$
where

$$\alpha_S = 0.0143 \left( \frac{\rho_s - \rho_f}{\rho_f} \right) \left[ \frac{11.2 \left( 1 - \frac{1}{r} \right)^{4.5} 0.0143 r}{0.0033 \cdot 3.71} \right]^{1/10}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

and

$$n_S = \frac{2}{5} - 0.0561$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

2.5. Comparison of scales of experiments and natural rivers

2.5.1 Channel dimensions, slope, and particle size as a function of scale

We will now create a consistent space of hydraulic geometry values to use in the bar theory calculations. The two aforementioned sets of semiempirical relations for channel geometry were therefore applied to a large range of scales, and a large range of channel aspect ratios, and compared to field and experimental data (Figs. 4,5). Channel geometry was then plotted in the dimensionless form of Parker et al. (2007) against dimensional discharge so that the scale of the river became clear (Fig. 4).

The empirical and Parker predictors are quite close for width and depth, and show the required dependence on specified channel aspect ratio (or bank stability surrogate $r$). The data show similar trends for experiments and for natural rivers, with dimensionless width increasing with discharge and dimensionless depth decreasing as discharge increases. A larger proportion of slopes from the Kleinhans and van den Berg (2011) data set have slopes $< 0.005$, which is steeper than the experimental slopes. The empirical relation overpredicts the slope of many rivers in the field, but does a reasonable job of predicting slope in the laboratory. In contrast, the Parker et al. (2007) relation reasonably predicts slopes for the field data set, but underpredicts experimental slopes by about an order of magnitude. The underprediction of slope occurs for a range of values of $Q_c$. This may occur because the requirements for laboratory experiments outlined in the introduction are not compatible with scaling using Parker et al. (2007) and because of the strong dependence of $Q_c$ on $D_{50}$; small differences in scaling $D_{50}$, and discharge can result in very large differences in predicted slope. The Parker et al. (2007) relation was developed for gravel-bed rivers, and although the relationships are dimensionless, extending the relationships to the laboratory where gravel-bed rivers are often scaled down to sandy beds may not be appropriate. Additionally, predicted slope is insensitive to channel aspect ratio for the empirical predictor, and somewhat sensitive to the Parker et al. (2007) predictor, but the data show no discernable trend. The slope predictor of Parker et al. (2007, Eq. 17) appears inadequate to predict the hydraulic geometry of the experiments.

Figure 4: Dimensionless channel dimensions, and slope as a function of dimensional flow discharge. The legends for symbology, and colours (indicating channel aspect ratio) apply to all panels.
Dimensional water depth and width are nearly the same for the empirical and Parker et al. (2007) relations (Fig. 5), and, for a large range of channel aspect ratios, approach the range of values observed in experiments and in nature. Likewise, flow velocity is fairly well bracketed, where the empirical relations show a slightly slower increase with scale than the Parker et al. (2007) relations. The particle size derived from the relations is fairly well recovered for the entire scale range. The rate of increase of particle size by the empirical relations is close to observed, but values are somewhat larger; whereas the values from the Parker et al. (2007) relations are in closer agreement with the observations, but the rate of increase is somewhat larger than observed. Note however that the present data include rivers with very fine gravel not included in the calibration of the Parker et al. (2007) relations.

The Chezy flow resistance parameter resulting from the empirical predictors of channel dimensions and slope is about 20, constant for the entire scale range, and hardly dependent on channel aspect ratio. The Chezy numbers resulting from the Parker et al. (2007) relations plot a bit higher, and show a weak dependence on channel aspect ratio. The data scatter more than an order of magnitude below and above the predictions, which is not surprising given the large variety of river patterns and conditions in-
cluded in the data. The predicted Froude numbers are also insensitive to channel aspect ratio, and plot below unity as expected (Grant, 1997). Data scatter can be caused by natural variations in conditions, measurement error, and the fact that highly heterogeneous cross sections are summarised in one value. Hence the experimental data plotting up to \( Fr < 2 \) need not have been beyond critical and include the Fujita cases with fixed flume walls. The ‘predicted’ Shields mobility numbers were \( a \text{ priori} \) set at a low number, but vary strongly in the experiments and field data because the sediment may be finer than coarse gravel in rivers, and in experiments the sediment may be finer sand.

So far, these results show that sand-bed rivers in the laboratory often scale in channel dimensions, slope, and bed material size as gravel-bed rivers in nature, which are generally close to the beginning of sediment motion at bankfull flow conditions. Furthermore, the most important dimensionless quantities, the Froude, and Shields numbers, are generally similar except for braided channels with fixed sidewalls that constrain lateral channel migration as in the experiments of Fujita (1989). These results are the intermediate step toward the assessment of scale effects in bar length and braiding index to be predicted with bar theory in the next section.

2.5.2 Bar characteristics as a function of scale

To investigate the effect of channel scale, bar characteristics were calculated for a large range of channel dimensions, slopes, and particle sizes from the broad-brush relations evaluated above. An important length scale for flow over bars, bar and bend cutoff processes, and downstream control is the backwater adaptation length (Fig. 6A) (Ribberink and Van der Sande, 1985; Parker, 2004), which can be estimated as

\[
\lambda_{bw} = \frac{h}{3S}
\]

with \( S = \) energy slope. The value calculated with this relation estimates the upstream distance over which the difference of water level between normal flow, and the backwater has decreased to 95\% of the value at the point of origin. This number decreases rapidly for subcritical flow conditions. The backwater adaptation length is sensitive to channel aspect ratio because of the water depth. For the empirical relations this length reduces with smaller scales, but not nearly as strongly as for the observations. However, for the Parker et al. (2007) relations the backwater adaptation length appears independent of scale, which is largely the result of the under-prediction of channel slope (Fig. 7). Note, however, that the backwater adaptation length calculation is not valid for nearly critical to supercritical flow, and numbers of backwater length relative to channel width below unity can be disregarded.

The bar characteristics are quite sensitive to the assumptions and different relations (Fig. 6B,C). The degree of braiding appears independent of scale, but the precise dependence on channel aspect ratio differs for the two sets of relations. Likewise, the resonant bar length is nearly independent of scale (Fig. 6B,C). This analysis indicates that scale effects
are insignificant in the sense that the bar length relative to channel width or degree of braiding changes with the size of the river. This is under the assumption that the empirical and \textit{Parker et al.} (2007) relations are valid, which appears to be supported by the data. However, the uncertainty of these relations is large because of the underlying uncertainty of hydraulic resistance and bank stability, so that it is conceivable that scale effects appear when more sensitive and accurate hydraulic geometry models are developed in the future. Nevertheless these findings agree in general with empirical relations that show linear scaling of bar spacing with 4-5 times the channel width (e.g., \textit{Hundey and Ashmore} 2009). In conclusion, this means that scale effects are absent, so that the bar pattern and bar length relative to channel width in experiments should be the same as that in nature if the channel geometry is the same, which can be tuned experimentally by floodplain formation processes.

3. **Time scaling**

3.1. **Time scaling by Froude scaling**

The time scale to form bars has hardly been studied in its own right in the laboratory and in models. Classical similarity scaling proceeds from geometrical similarity, flow, and sediment transport to a time scale of morphological change that is basically calculated from a volume divided by a sediment transport. This time scale is the same as that of the flow in the case of undistorted models; a condition called dynamic similarity \textit{Yalin} (1971, de Vries et al., 1990). However, most landscape experiments that represent either larger or finer-grained systems than reaches of coarse gravel-bed rivers are distorted, meaning that the depth scale is larger than the horizontal length scale \textit{Yalin} (1971). Moreover, important aspects of morphological change do not proceed from sediment transport alone but also from bank failure when cohesive or vegetated floodplains exist. To what degree bank failure processes set the bank migration rate rather than sediment transport that undercuts the banks remains an unanswered question. Here we review and compare classical and more recent analyses reported in the literature.

Laboratory channels are often scaled in spatial dimensions to prototypes in nature by flow and sediment mobility parameters as described earlier. This approach can be pursued further to scale time, assuming that the Froude number in the laboratory and the field are similar \textit{Yalin} (1971, Struiksma 1986, \textit{Braudrick et al.} 2009). In Froude similarity, length scales in the laboratory channel are scaled to the field using a scaling factor $\sigma$ defined as

$$ L_{\text{nature}} = \sigma L_{\text{lab}} $$

where $L_{\text{lab}}$ and $L_{\text{nature}}$ are scales in the field and laboratory, respectively, representing any length scale such as channel width, channel depth, and grain diameter \textit{Yalin} (1971, Struiksma 1986, \textit{Braudrick et al.} 2009). Distortion $m$ is then defined such that $\sigma = m\sigma_L$, where typically the depth scale exceeds the horizontal length scale so that $m > 1$. The experiments described in Table 1 are not scaled directly from a particular river but from gravel-bed rivers in general. Laboratory rivers often scale as gravel-bed rivers, which gives $\sigma$ between 25 and 100, depending on the parameter of interest, and the size of the flume.

Assuming Froude number similarity, we equate the Froude numbers in the laboratory and in nature:

$$ \frac{u_{\text{nature}}}{g h_{\text{nature}}} = \frac{u_{\text{lab}}}{g h_{\text{lab}}} $$

Because gravity is constant, and because depth is assumed to scale like the horizontal length scale, we can substitute $h_{\text{nature}} = \sigma h_{\text{lab}}$ to obtain

$$ \frac{u_{\text{nature}}}{u_{\text{lab}}} = \sqrt{\sigma} $$

Because velocity is a length scale divided by time,

$$ \frac{T_{\text{nature}}}{T_{\text{lab}}} = \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{\sigma}} = \sqrt{\sigma} $$

A similar derivation was presented elsewhere (e.g., Klaven and Kopaliani, 1980; Eq. 9 in Shvidchenko and Kopaliani 1998). Natural gravel-bed rivers have long low-flow periods where the channel is not active, whereas laboratory rivers are usually in a state of perpetual flooding. This is quantified using an intermittency factor $I$ \textit{Parker et al.} 1998, \textit{Braudrick et al.} 2009:

$$ \frac{T_{\text{nature}}}{T_{\text{lab}}} = \frac{\sqrt{\sigma}}{I} $$

With this method, \textit{Braudrick et al.} (2009) found that their migration rates corresponded to 0.5-0.8 channel widths per year, which is much faster than observed in the field. However, the time scale derived above is basically a flow time scale, which perhaps differs from the time scale of sediment transport. To seek an explanation we will now discuss various other times scales for sediment transport found in literature.

3.2. **Time scaling by sediment transport rate and characteristic volume**

The one-dimensional time scale of adaptation of the longitudinal river bed profile over a length equal to the backwater adaptation length depends on the celerity of a bed defect. Furthermore, the migration celerity of a bed disturbance, for instance in the bar pattern, is the same as this bed defect as also demonstrated in a comparison with numerically modelled
braid bars (Schuurman, 2015). The celerity is estimated as 
(Ribberink and Van der Sande, 1985)
\[
c_h = \frac{dg_s}{dz} = \frac{mq_h}{h}
\]
(in m/s) where the right approximation is in the limit of small bed defect heights \(dz\). The adaptation time scale, here extended with intermittency, is then calculated as
\[
T_{bow} = \frac{\lambda_{bw}}{T_c h}
\]

The time scale predicted here concerns the propagation through a braided river of a perturbation, including the front of bars forming in the downstream direction on an initially plane bed in experiments or models (Schuurman, 2015). However, this is much faster than the migration of entire bars, and is therefore not suitable for the prediction of a time scale relevant for a comparison between fully developed bars in a river and an experiment.

A characteristic morphological time scale \(T\) can be calculated directly from the average sediment transport rate integrated over channel width \(Q_s\), and a control volume \(V\) that is eroded or deposited (Yalin, 1971; de Vries et al., 1990):
\[
T = \frac{V}{Q_s}
\]

As compared with the hydrodynamic time scale derived from Froude scaling, this now brings explicitly the sediment transport rate. For deltas, the transport rate is simply the sediment feed rate and the volume that is that of the entire delta, and the resulting time scale is the true time scale. For longitudinal adjustment of river channel profiles the sediment input is not completely trapped because the control volume of a reach also loses sediment at the downstream boundary. This means that a river channel profile adjusts by (exponential) relaxation to the equilibrium gradient, where the initial storage of sediment transport, calculated from the spatial gradient, determines a characteristic time scale after which about 63% of the total adjustment has been accomplished (Ribberink and Van der Sande, 1985; Parker, 2004).

On the basis of a time scale for grain motion, and the assumption that the spatial gradient of sediment transport drives morphological change, Yalin (1971, Eq. 6.78) derived the following time scale:
\[
\frac{T_{\text{nature}}}{T_{\text{lab}}} = \frac{\sigma_h^2}{m}\]
where \(\sigma_h\) is the length scale for depth, and \(m\) = distortion is typically larger than unity. Clearly this time scale is quite different from the time scale based on Froude scaling presented in the previous section.

Along similar lines, and by incorporation of distortion through the Strickler flow resistance relation, (Isuimoto, 1990) derived a time scale that again differs from the above:
\[
\frac{T_{\text{nature}}}{T_{\text{lab}}} = \frac{\sigma_h^2}{m} \approx \sqrt{\frac{I_c}{L}}
\]
where \(\sigma_h^2\) is the scale of bed particle size. This morphological time scale differs considerably from the Yalin time scale and the hydrodynamic time scale derived earlier (\(\approx \sqrt{\frac{I_c}{L}}\)).

The time scales listed above refer to the vertical adaptation of the bed, and were designed for situations with fixed banks. In laterally mobile systems, the channel banks are not fixed, and bank erosion and formation affect the time scale of channel adjustment. For this paper the purpose remains to calculate a characteristic time scale of river bar and bend formation. We could propose to simply divide the volume of an entire meander bend by the channel sediment transport rate to derive a formative time scale. However, this simple approach is not applicable to the formation of bars and bends. The key problem is that braid bars and point bars are not formed as perfect sediment traps from the total transport rate but rather arise owing to two-dimensional gradients in transport rate. In other words, some residual transverse transport component determines the rate of morphological adaptation, and its characteristic time scale. The transverse transport rate is commonly an order of magnitude smaller than the total rate, and depends on helical flow and sediment mobility (Struiksma et al., 1985). To illustrate this it is insightful to compare the two in a hypothetical meander bend with an initially plane bed. This bed with level \(z\) will develop a slope \(dz/dn\) in transverse direction \(n\), which means that at least a wedge-shaped volume of sediment is displaced of
\[
V = \frac{W dz}{2dn}
\]
in m2/m (per meter streamwise length). The near-bed shear stress vector is, in that case, directed slightly toward the inner bend because of helical flow driven by channel curvature, whilst the main flow direction is parallel to the curved channel. This small deviation between near-bed flow and main flow angles leads to a streamwise, and a transverse sediment transport component where it is immediately obvious that the streamwise transport rate is much larger than the transverse component. Yet it is the transverse component that will build up the transverse bed slope. For alternate bars, and for transverse bed slopes in bends with fixed banks, a characteristic time scale was derived by (Crosato, 2008) on the basis of (Struiksma et al., 1985), here extended with intermittency:
\[
T_{\text{bar}} = \frac{\lambda_{h}}{I_q_s} = \frac{\kappa}{\pi^2} \sqrt{\frac{V^2}{I_q_s}}
\]
assuming resonant conditions with \( \lambda_s = \lambda_w \). Assuming that the sediment mobility and therefore transport rate are the same but also that the direction of the sediment transport vector is the same despite distortion, this reduces approximately to

\[
\frac{T_{\text{nature}}}{T_{\text{lab}}} \approx \frac{\sigma_w^2}{I} \tag{33}
\]

which is similar to the Yalin time scale (Eq. 29).

This time scale is insightful because it points to the important roles of the transverse bed slope effect on sediment transport and bar formation. This is directly applicable in experiments with pre-formed curved channels, where the morphological adaptation is limited to the transverse bed slope development. However, in the type of experiments that we are concerned with, bars and bends form, and migrate as part of the process, which means that the erodibility of the banks, and the rate of floodplain formation partly determine the migration rate.

3.3. ‘Loose’ time-scaling by bend migration rate

Migrating meander bends, in contrast to small bed perturbations and channel bars, do not merely depend on some component of sediment transport in the channel. Rather, the time scale to migrate meander bends depends strongly on the erodibility of the banks (e.g., Camporeale et al., 2005; Crosato, 2007; Parker et al., 2011; Eke et al., 2014). Once the bank is eroded, a new scroll bar can form: the ‘bar-push’ hypothesis. We could also argue that the formation of scrollbars drives bank erosion, and therefore the rate of formation of floodplain determines the bank erosion rate: the ‘bar-push’ hypothesis. Systematic experiments provided evidence against the bar-push hypothesis. We could also argue that the formation partly determine the migration rate.

\[
M_{\text{lab}} \approx \frac{W_{\text{lab}}}{W_{\text{lab}}} \frac{M_{\text{nature}}}{W_{\text{nature}}} \frac{T_{\text{nature}}}{T_{\text{lab}}} \approx 10^3
\tag{34}
\]

which implicitly incorporates the intermittency \( I \). A similar approach for alluvial fans with explicit incorporation of \( I \) is given in Cazanacli et al. (2002).

To test the value of a ‘universal’ range of migration rates, we show the cumulative distribution of channel migration rates for 27 gravel-bed meandering rivers in Fig. 7 (Braudrick, 2013). The migration rate data was collected from the literature including previous compilations where the channel width and grain size of the bed was known (e.g., Hickin and Nanson, 1984; MacDonald et al., 1991) as well as migration studies on individual rivers (e.g., Lewin, 1978; Micheli et al., 2004; Lauer and Parker, 2008), with most of the migration data obtained from comparing aerial photographs. The individual rivers and their morphology are given in Braudrick (2013), and
the channels represent a large range in channel size and discharge. Their channel slopes (0.00019-0.012), bankfull discharge (7-5700), and bankfull widths (5-372 m) each range over nearly 3 orders of magnitude. The mean Shields stress (Eq. 2) of the migrating rivers is 0.041, and the bed surface sediment diameter ranged from 4 to 75 mm. The time period, methods of measurement, and spatial extent of the measurements vary significantly, and some of the largest migration rates are measured for small rivers over one or two bends (e.g., the rivers in Allmendinger et al., 2005) and likely overstate migration rates of the longer reaches that make up the majority of the data set. The median migration rate from this data set is about 0.022 channel widths y\(^{-1}\) with a range from 0.005 to 0.1 widths y\(^{-1}\). The duration of experiments and migration rates measured in experiments can now be used to estimate how many years the experiments represent (Table 2). Because migration rates and floodplain overturning rates can vary by over an order of magnitude, the corresponding time of experiments can vary widely as well but can at least provide an upper and lower bound on the corresponding duration in the field. Typical time scales of \(T_{\text{nature}} / T_{\text{lab}} \approx 10^9 - 10^5\) arise, which are similar to the earlier estimate based on one sweep over the meander belt, and to the bar time scale \(T_{\text{bar}}\) in Table 3. Consequently, laboratory experiments of about 100 hours duration represent centuries to millennia in nature.

However, these time scales are again much different from those derived by various authors from similarity scaling (Table 3). This lack of consensus illustrates a lack of understanding, but also points at a confluence of several processes involved in channel migration (flow patterns, bank failure, bar building) that scale from the field to the laboratory at different rates, thereby providing a range of scaling parameters. For individual experiments, determining the physical or biological processes that limit the migration rate (e.g., bank-pull versus bar-push) might point toward the most useful time-scaling approach.

Summarising, scaling time of experimental bars and meanders is quite uncertain, not merely because the scaling relations have not been fully worked out but also because the interactions in nature of processes of bank erosion, floodplain formation, and bar formation in the channel are not well understood yet. This requires further study, which can at least partly be done on the basis of available experimental data, models and field studies.

4. Scaling of riparian vegetation

4.1. Settling, growth, and mortality

The effects of vegetation on morphodynamics are manifold, and interactions are complicated by various feedbacks on vegetation settling, growth, and mortality (e.g., Gurnell et al., 2012). In particular, vegetation causes flow resistance and may enhance near-bed turbulence (e.g., Baptist et al., 2006) and rooting adds strength to river bars and floodplains (Pollen-Bankhead and Simon, 2008). Much of the morphological and engineering literature on the interactions between morphodynamics and vegetation are limited to situations where vegetation is assumed present in a static form that causes flow resistance. This was a prudent approach because the settling, survival, growth, and mortality of vegetation were insufficiently understood for the purpose of quantitative spatial modelling. Recent efforts target these unknowns in field measurements and field experiments (Kui et al., 2014; Pasquale et al., 2014), and in numerical modelling with explicit description of the life cycle of riparian eco-engineering tree species (van Oorschot et al., 2014). Here, eco-engineering species significantly change their environment, for example by increasing flow resistance, capture, stabilization, or mobilization of sediment and by increasing the stability of channel banks. Experiments including live plants are generally simplistic despite the fact that experiments employ real rather than virtual materials, and can therefore use live plants. In many cases a single species, often alfalfa, was seeded uniformly under low-flow conditions onto an evolving fluvial landscape, and allowed to sprout before a high flow was turned back on (Gran and Paola, 2001; Braudrick et al., 2009; Tal and Paola, 2010). This ignores the natural selection and settlement of vegetation by flow, and other dispersal mechanisms on suitable locations, and multiple species with different eco-engineering properties and ignores the selection from many seedlings to a smaller number of fully

Figure 7: Cumulative density function (CDF) of relative bend migration rates observed in 27 meandering gravel-bed rivers in nature, showing a spread of over an order of magnitude perhaps owing to various factors such as differences in bank strength relative to outer-bank bed shear stress.

---

The text above describes the migration patterns and the measurements taken from various channels, highlighting the variability in migration rates and the importance of understanding these processes. It also discusses the challenges in scaling these processes from the laboratory to natural settings and the implications of these scale differences on the understanding of geomorphological processes. The section on riparian vegetation explores the effects of vegetation on morphodynamics, emphasizing the importance of understanding vegetation dynamics and their interactions with channel morphology. The figure illustrates the distribution of migration rates observed in natural environments, showing a significant spread that may be influenced by various factors such as differences in bank strength relative to outer-bank bed shear stress.
Table 2: Approximate scaling of experimental time by bend migration; based on the range of observed lateral migration rates M/W in the field, the experimental rate, and experiment duration, a minimum, and maximum time scale, and representative time in nature are calculated for three experiments; the Ganga river, although a sand-bed river, is included to extend the range of scales (Gupta et al., 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nature</th>
<th>M/W</th>
<th>M/W</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unit</td>
<td>min yr⁻¹</td>
<td>max yr⁻¹</td>
<td>m³/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allier</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhine</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganga</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>45000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 rivers</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>laboratory</th>
<th>M/W</th>
<th>duration</th>
<th>T_nature/T_lab</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unit</td>
<td>hr⁻¹</td>
<td>hr</td>
<td>max -</td>
<td>min -</td>
<td>max yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braudrick</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>84000</td>
<td>4200</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vDijk1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>876000</td>
<td>43800</td>
<td>26000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vDijk2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>70000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Approximate scaling relations between the river Allier (France) (Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2011), and a typical experiment; see text for explanation of length adaptation scales, characteristic time scales, and flow resistance related to vegetation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>symbol</th>
<th>Nature (Allier) scale</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>slope</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>m/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discharge</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>m³/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intermittency</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>width</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depth</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distortion</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspect</td>
<td>W/h</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velocity</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median particle</td>
<td>D₅₀</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max particle</td>
<td>D₉₀</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bed roughness</td>
<td>kᵢ</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observed bar length</td>
<td>Lₚ</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backwater adapt.</td>
<td>λbw</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>1209</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Froude</td>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds</td>
<td>Re</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grain Chezy'</td>
<td>C/</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grain Shields'</td>
<td>θ'/</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bed Chezy</td>
<td>Cᵦ</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bed Shields</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total Shields</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sediment transport</td>
<td>qₛ</td>
<td>0.000068</td>
<td>0.000002</td>
<td>m²/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bed defect celerity</td>
<td>cᵦ</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| obs. meand. timesc.    | Tₘeand | 5000                 | 1200       | 100  | days, hrs |
| Froude-based timesc.    | TFr    | 230                  | 0.066      | days, hrs |
| backw. timesc.         | TBw    | 410                  | 102500     | 0.096| days, hrs |
| Yalin timesc.          | Tbed   | 92                   |            |      |      |
| Tsujimoto timesc.      | T床    | 688000               |            |      |      |
| Struiksma timesc.      | Ttransverse | 990    | 970000 | 0.244| days, hrs |

| stem density           | m      | 10                   | 0.0002     | 50000 | m²  |
| norm. stem density     | see text | 600              | 13         | 45    | m²⁻¹|
| stem diameter          | Dₜ    | 0.025                | 50         | 0.0005| m   |
| vegetation density     | dᵥ    | 0.25                 | 25         |      | m⁻¹ |
| drag coefficient       | C_D   | 1                    | 1          |      | -   |
| trees                  | Cₜ    | 7.4                  | 8.4        |      | √m/s|
| total                  | Ctot  | 7.3                  | 8.2        |      | √m/s|
grown trees under competition between species, and under competition for water, light, and nutrients (for review, see Curnell et al., 2012).

Yet the simplest possible protocol of uniform seeding and undisturbed development of a single species during low flow, which had to be done first in order to have experimental control, already gives remarkably complex and insightful results (Gran and Paola, 2001; Braudrick et al., 2009; Tal and Paola, 2010) (also compare Figs 3 and 2). The expected finding was that presence of vegetation reduces lateral migration of experimental rivers by adding bank strength, and focussing flow off the floodplain into the channel. However, a rather unexpected finding was that this caused avulsive behaviour and sediment pulsing. Channels with vegetated banks cannot readily adapt to changing upstream discharge and sediment feed, so that such changes cause in-channel sedimentation that leads to avulsion despite the presence of vegetation on the floodplains (Tal and Paola, 2010). More complex experiments added further surprises. For instance, van Dijk et al. (2013) found a remarkably different morphological response to two different modes of seed distribution: uniformly seeded alfalfa enhanced the tendency to meander, whereas alfalfa seeds distributed by the flowing water during floods caused the formation of many stable threads with islands protected by vegetation.

Furthermore, laboratory conditions, not entirely controlled in the recent experiments, appear to affect the survival or mortality of alfalfa. In van Dijk et al. (2013) the vegetation died rather quickly; it survived longer in Tal and Paola (2010), and in Braudrick et al. (2009) it continued to develop branched root systems that strengthened the bed even further. Indeed, experiments with force measurement at uprooting by Edmaier et al. (2014) showed a strong dependence of the necessary work on the development of the species-dependent secondary root system, in addition to moisture content and sediment size. These differences are all because of different lighting and moisture conditions (Van de Lageweg et al., 2010; Clarke, 2014), but we cannot exclude differences between batches of seeds, and fungi in the soil (Kleinhans et al., 2014).

Even in a simple experiment with uniformly seeded alfalfa sprouts, the vegetation growth adds biological dynamics with a specific time scale to the system, $T_{\text{develop}}$. This characterises the sprouting from seeds to fully grown sprouts (with at most two or four leaves) that survive a flood or other disturbance that occurs at typical recurrence interval $T_{\text{disturbance}}$ (Perucca et al., 2007; Tal and Paola, 2007; Perona et al., 2012). Defining a dimensionless time scale for potential survival of vegetation is therefore convenient:

$$\tau^* = \frac{T_{\text{develop}}}{T_{\text{disturbance}}} \quad (35)$$

where $\tau^* < 1$ means that vegetation likely does not survive the disturbance, and $\tau^* > 1$ means likely survival. Most experiments to date were designed for survival to study effects of vegetation on river planform pattern and dynamics.

To summarise, different seed distribution strategies simulate different types of eco-engineers, but many habitats remain uncovered by the species most often used to date. The considerable effect of the seed distribution method opens up possibilities to experiment with seed releases during river flood pulses to stimulate plant settlement in specific habitats in the experiments. This would also require scaling of the flood pulses with the force needed to uproot a specific plant species of a certain age class. Furthermore, these experiments would benefit from a multiple number of species that are sensitive to the small water depth differences in the experiments to simulate different eco-engineers in contrasting habitats. Also, it remains to be studied what part of the plant population in meandering and braided rivers is up-rooted by flow during floods (Edmaier et al., 2014) or uprooted because of bank migration (van Dijk et al., 2013), in the laboratory and in the field.

4.2. Hydraulic resistance from vegetation

Direct geometrical comparison of riparian plants and trees with alfalfa suggests that alfalfa represents considerable sized trees (Table 3). For a scale of $c = 200/0.20 = 1000$, a 0.5 mm stem thickness translates to a tree stem diameter of 0.5 m, which would only occur in relatively mature riparian forests as found on the outside of meander bends or on the older parts of pointbars. However, the eco-engineering effect of the species rather than the size matters and the mismatch between the scales. Perhaps the flow resistance induced by a single seedling in an experiment represents the flow resistance effect of a large patch of vegetation in nature, particularly for flow over point bars, where the vegetation tends to be younger and hence smaller.

The effective flow resistance of riparian trees in a natural river such as the Allier, and alfalfa in experiments can be compared directly with the vegetation resistance relation of Baptist et al. (2006) for emergent trees:

$$C_i = \sqrt{\frac{2g}{C_D m D_h h}} \quad (36)$$

so that the total flow resistance including the bare bed surface friction (Eq. 4) becomes

$$C_{\text{tot}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{C_b^{-2} + C_i^{-2}}} \quad (37)$$

The chosen parameters listed in Table 3 are based on casual observations of vegetation in the river Allier.
and typical experimental conditions. The drag coefficient is taken at unity but in reality depends on plant geometry, number and type of leaves, and flow conditions (Aberle and Jarvelä 2013).

The striking result of this simple calculation is that the different variables may compensate the differences between nature and the experiments. Per square meter, the sparse vegetation in the river Allier results in the same Chezy flow resistance as in the experiments when that has a relatively large seeding density. However, to better understand how this scales with river dimensions the number of plants is also normalized by bar area, calculated conservatively as observed bar length times channel width, as a representative surface area. This reverses the proportions between experiment and river: the natural river requires a much larger number of tree stems per bar than the experimental river to attain the same hydraulic resistance. This can be seen as that a single alfalfa sprout in an experiment causes the same flow resistance as a group of small riparian trees in nature. This implies a scaling effect: apparently the effect of vegetation on hydraulic resistance is exaggerated in experiments with alfalfa when the vegetation density is directly compared between experiments and field situations.

Figure 8: Setup of the annular flume with a floodplain. The diameter of the entire circular basin is 0.8 m. The radius of the channels is 0.2 m, and the initial width, and depth are 11.2, and 1.2 cm, respectively. The flow is driven by 12 paddles touching the water surface with velocities between 0.05 and 0.63 m/s, which means flow remained subcritical, and was transitional to turbulent.

4.3. Bank strength from vegetation

Added strength from rooting has been studied in detail for full-scale conditions (e.g., Pollen-Bankhead and Simon 2008). For experiments, root structure, and plant density may be different as the plants are geometrically oversized. However, a more important variable is the rooting depth on the banks relative to the channel depth, which determines the possibility for undercutting (Pollen-Bankhead and Simon 2008; Perona et al. 2012):

$$\lambda^* = \frac{L_{\text{rooting depth}}}{L_{\text{bankheight}}} \quad (38)$$

where $\lambda^* > 1$ means that vegetation likely prevents undercutting of banks so that the channel is laterally fixed, whereas $\lambda^* < 1$ means that banks can be undercut so that bank retreat by failure of vegetated banks is possible.

No models are currently available to predict bank erosion rates and the concurrent time scale of meander migration with vegetated floodplain. However, two experimental setups have been developed recently that can be used for dedicated experimental determination of bank strength depending on flow conditions, sediment characteristics, and vegetation characteristics. The first one is the ‘Friedkin’ setup, where flow is directed at an angle of 45° onto a block of sediment (Friedkin, 1945). This setup was extensively tested and successfully applied to vegetated banks in Kleinhans et al. (2014). However, a disadvantage is that bend flow is not fully developed, and a boundary layer forms at the bank because of the sudden transition from clear water flow in a rough channel to the erosive channel bank. Furthermore, the bank is always undercut by clear water scour because no sediment was supplied upstream.

The second setup we developed is an annular flume with a channel on a circular floodplain (Fig. 8 developed by RT and MGK). The advantage of this setup is that, despite its small size, conditions along the channel of constant curvature are uninterrupted by an upstream and downstream boundary. This also means that the bed sediment transport is in equilibrium, and bank undercutting proceeds entirely because of the three-dimensionality of the flow in the channel. As such, the setup is complementary to the Friedkin experiment. The flow in the channel is driven by paddles touching the water surface, and the water level in the flume determines the floodplain inundation level. The inevitable result of driving the flow by surface paddles or drag is that a helical flow sets up, which initiates inner-bend bar formation (for review, see Sumner et al. 2008). The floodplain was made of hard clay for flow testing only and of cohesionless sand for bank erosion tests. Alfalfa was seeded uniformly onto the sandy floodplain at known densities to test bank erosion rates and to study flow and bank erosion processes qualitatively.

Two surprising results emerged from the annular flume study. The first is that a complex floodplain...
flow pattern of circulating cells emerged (Fig. 9). If such patterns form in larger-scale experiments, then this could transport floodplain fines at preferential paths onto the floodplain. The second surprising result was that not only rooting but also overhanging vegetation protected the banks against erosion. This was also observed in the Friedkin experiments (Kleinhans et al., 2014) and by Braudrick et al. [2009]. Some alfalfa sprouts hang downward over the bank, which increased near-bank flow resistance that reduced bank erosion. We were yet unable to isolate the effects of root reinforcement and flow resistance enhancement. Regardless of this, the banks in the Friedkin experiments eroded much faster (a few channel widths per hour) than in the annular flume (a small fraction of the channel width per hour) in comparable conditions, presumably because in the former sediment was not supplied toward the bank, and in the latter there was. Unsurprising results are that the channel banks are generally much stronger than cohesionless sand with vegetation and are already unerodible at a seeding density of 3 cm$^{-2}$ (Fig. 10). This experimental setup has potential for a detailed study of effects of vegetation on flow and bank erosion processes in an annular channel.

To summarise, the elementary scaling considerations and experimental results in this chapter clearly indicate that a host of relevant questions needs to be, and can be, addressed in future experiments. This includes the effects of multiple vegetation species with different habitats, seeding for a range of $\tau^*$ and $\lambda^*$, settling patterns in relation to morphological patterns in the self-formed floodplain, and effects of resilience against disturbances such as uprooting by strong flows, inundation duration and burial. Such experiments will require us to control the rates of growth and mortality in the sprouting phase, which have their own time scales.

5. Conclusions

We tested whether braiding index and length scales of bars and bends depend on the size of the river, and we reviewed methods to estimate the time scale
Figure 10: Bank erosion in the annular flume. (A) Bank retreat over time for bare, and vegetated banks (seeding density 3 cm$^{-2}$). (B) Cross-sectional profile with unvegetated floodplain at incipient motion (water surface flow velocity 0.17 m/s). (C) Cross-sectional profiles for densely vegetated floodplain (3 cm$^{-2}$) at fully mobile bed (water surface flow velocity 0.63 m/s). (D) Same as (C) for low vegetation density (1.5 cm$^{-2}$).

of bar and bend migration. Both depend critically on floodplain strength.

From a combination of a linear bar theory with hydraulic geometry relations valid for the entire range of small experiments to large rivers, we found no scale effects in the sense that bar length relative to channel width changes as a function of scale when width–depth ratio and sediment mobility are the same as in nature. This means that the geometric proportions of experimental rivers with bars and bends are effectively the same as those in nature, given relatively the same bank strength. This result is somewhat sensitive to the hydraulic geometry relations that bulk the effects of hydraulic resistance and bank strength relations into empirical parameters. This shows that scale effects in experiments are likely to come from floodplain processes rather than in-channel processes.

Time-scaling approaches in classical similarity scaling methods are derived from sediment transport gradients over a certain control volume. However, time scales reported in literature for vertical bed elevation change, although derived from theory, differ in orders of magnitude, reflecting a lack of understanding. Moreover, bar and bend migration are governed by lateral bank retreat rates rather than vertical bed-level change. Bank retreat depends on a range of geotechnical processes other than sediment transport owing to cohesive floodplain sediment and riparian vegetation. This makes bank retreat vary an order of magnitude between different rivers, and between similarity methods, and measurements in experiments, which is not well predictable from channel process scaling. Pending further progress, experimental bank retreat rate can well be measured in dedicated auxiliary experiments.

A review of the properties of vegetation used in experiments and a novel auxiliary experiment showed that flow resistance, bank stability, and retreat rate can be well constrained for given vegetation sprout density on the floodplain. However, natural vegetation dynamics, such as spatial and temporal distributions of different species in different flow conditions and substrates as found in nature, are relatively simplistically represented in experiments. Here the most important scale parameters are the length of the roots compared to channel depth and the characteristic time scale for growth of vegetation relative to the recurrence interval of floods. Perhaps more spatial variation in settlement and growth stages can be attained by a more realistic protocol of flood magnitude and duration and with seeding at particular flow stages or by supplying seeds to the upstream boundary rather than seeding manually. Furthermore, a search for other plant species is needed that are more sensitive to variations in conditions and substrate at the scale of laboratory experiments.

Finally, this paper showed that materiality of ‘Lilliputian’ river systems created in laboratory experiments, as opposed to virtuality of numerical models, is a guarantee for surprising and interesting results that raise new questions about, and enhance our understanding of, the biomorphodynamics of the ‘Giant’ fluvial systems in nature.
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